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Abstract

We present in detail a version of the ground state algorithm proposed

by Sorella et al. and apply it to the two dimensional single band Hubbard

Hamiltonian. Performing a Quantum Monte Carlo simulation based

on Langevin dynamics, we study the sign problem. Our findings show that
the average sign decreases exponentially with the inverse temperature. We

equally study the momentum distribution and spin structure of the ground
state. At half filling, we find evidence for an antiferromagnetic insulating
ground state. Away from half band fillings, the antiferromagnetic state is

destroyed leaving place to an incommensurate spin density wave.

' Also at : Institute für Theoretische Physik, ETH-Hönggerberg, Zürich.

Introduction
The study of strongly correlated fermion systems has been stimulated by the

discovery of high temperature superconductors. In particular, Anderson [1] has

suggested that the two dimensional Hubbard model was a good starting point for the

understanding of high temperature superconductivity. In this paper, we report on

Quantum Monte Carlo (Q.M.C.) simulations of the two dimensional single band

Hubbard hamiltonian. At present, no exact analytical solutions are known for the

above mentioned model or related models such as the t-J hamiltonian [2].

Approximate theories thus have to be tested against numerical simulations on finite
size clusters. There are several ways of performing such calculations. The exact

diagonalization method has been applied to the above mentioned models [3, 4] but
has the major drawback of being limited to very small clusters. Calculations on
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larger clusters may be carried out with Q.M.C, methods. Although appealing, the

Q.M.C, method generates it's own set of problems such as, up to recently, the onset

of numerical instabilities at low temperatures and the yet unsolved sign problem.
There are two main ways to tackle a Q.M.C, simulation of the Hubbard model;

the finite temperature, and the ground state algorithm. The finite temperature
algorithm is based on the evaluation of the grand canonical partition function and

produces thermodynamic quantities [5, 6]. The ground state algorithm was

introduced by Sugiyama and Koonin [7] and later on improved and applied to the

Hubbard model by Sorella et al. [8]. The basic idea, is to filter out the ground state

wave function from a given trial wave function. Both algorithms are subject to the

above mentioned problems. Following ideas proposed by Sorella et al., we present

a way of circumventing the occurrence of numerical instabilities at low temperatures.

The unique problem which still continues to plague Q.M.C, simulations of

interacting fermion systems is the sign problem.
In the first section, we present a detailed study of the ground state algorithm.

We have carried out a continuous Hubbard-Stratonovic transformation and sampled

the probability distribution with Langevin dynamics. Another approach consists

in carrying out a discrete Hubbard-Stratonovic transformation which leads to standard

Metropolis sampling techniques [9]. The major issue concerning the algorithm
is the dependence of the average sign on the temperature. Unlike Sorella et al., we

find the average sign to decrease exponentially with growing inverse temperatures.
Our algorithm differs from that of Sorella et al. in the fact that we have not modified

the statistical weight under assumption that the average sign is bounded from
below in the limit of vanishing temperatures.

In the second section we discuss our numerical results. We test the validity
of the algorithm on small clusters and analyse all parameters yielding systematic

errors. We then study the dependence of the average sign on the temperature, on

site Coulomb repulsion, and band filling. Our results show that for certain band

fillings and on site Coulomb repulsions, the exponential decay of the average sign

is slow enough so as to reach high inverse temperatures without being confronted

to a major sign problem. We finally present numerical data on the spin structure
and momentum distribution of the Hubbard model for lattice sizes ranging from
8 x 8 to 10 x 10, on site Coulomb repulsions of U/t 2, ¦ ¦ ¦, 4 and band fillings of

p 0.41, •••,!. We have compared our results to a mean field approximation. In

the third section, we draw some conclusions. Preliminary results of this work were

already given in ref. [10]
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1 The Method - Basic Formalism

The Hubbard model we have considered is defined by:

H ~t BCU,> + h-c-) + U E"«"*.!

where i,j denote sites on a square lattice, citT,C{^ create and annihilate electrons

with z-component of spin a on site i, (i,j) is a sum over next neighbors, and

ft;,<7 c,>c,,CT. We have adopted t 1 to set the energy scale, and imposed periodic

boundary conditions.

We evaluate ground state expectations values of observables through:

_ (vPolOjfro)
_ (*T\e-W20e-W\<iT)

)0 " <*o|*o) ~ i™ (*t|c-""|*t> j

where |\t0) is the ground state wave function, \^t) a trial wave function not

orthogonal to the ground state, and ß the inverse temperature (imaginary time).
The imaginary time propagators on each side of the observable filter out the exited

states in the trial wave function so as to yield the ground state wave function. In

practice, the right hand side of equation (2) is evaluated at a finite ß chosen large

enough so that the thus produced errors may be included in the statistical errors.
Such a choice of ß depends on the trial wave function as well as on the type of
observable one wishes to evaluate. We denote by |$t) the eigenvectors of (1) and

by A the energy gap E\ — E0. The right hand side of equation (2) may then be

written as:

(yT\e-0H\VT)

K|2(*o|0|*o) + e-^/2(q0aî(<P1|Ql<lf0) + h.c) + 0(e~^)
|ao|2(*o|1'o) + 0(e-^)

|*r) I>l**>. ".• <**!%) (3)

If the observable commutes with the hamiltonian, the eigenvectors |\Pj) may be

chosen so as to satisfy (^lO^o) 0 so that the error is proportional e_/,A.

Observables which do not commute with the Hamiltonian have to be evaluated at

larger inverse temperatures since the error is proportional to e-^/2.
We will first compute the denominator of (2) and then show how observables

may be evaluated. We have used a Trotter decomposition and a Hubbard-

Stratonovic transformation. The aim is to write the complex time propagator as
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a product of exponentials of one body operators which may be integrated. We

furthermore require the trial wave function to be a Slater determinant given by:

i*r>=n<cio> (4)

where <? are electron creation operators. The Trotter decomposition we used

reads :

e-ßH (e-ArW)L (5)

[e-*TT/2e-*rVe-ATT/2 + 0(At3U2)]L

[e-A^/2e-ArVe-ArT/2]t + 0[(AtU)2}

where ß Ari and T, V are the kinetic, potential terms of (1). The above Trotter

decomposition yields a systematic error of the order of (Art/)2. Precise results are

thus obtained by extrapolating to the limit At —> 0, AtZ, ß.

The exponential of the two body operator V is reduced to the exponential of

a one body operator at the cost of an auxiliary field $. Since we have opted for

Langevin dynamics we carry out a continuous Hubbard-Stratonovic transformation
which reads:

g-f/Arnjn, _ f »$ c_ft»/2-Att(nt-n| W(nt+n,i /Q\
J s/2tt

where A y/ArU and p AtU/2. Substituting (6) in (5) yields:

<vPT|e-H*T> e-MNl+Nl»2 j[d^]e-^^hn
x (*t|^(A0)|*t>{*t|UÌ(/J,0)|»t) (7)

where r runs from time slice 1 to L, N^ is the number of spin up (down) electrons

in the trial wave function, [d$] Yii,T d^i,T/V^ and

Ul(ß,0) n e-ATrT/2e-AE,*,^,te-ATTT/2
T l

Ui{ß,0) ne-ATTi/3eA23i*.>nUe-ArTJ/2

Since the propagator U$ (ß, 0) is a product of exponentials of one body operators,
the quantity (*r|t/iU)(/?, 0)|*t> may be written a determinant of an N^ x ATt(f)

matrix G^\ Assuming for the moment that the product of the up and down spin
determinants is positive definite, we may write:

(9T\e-pH\9T) e-W^')/2 J[d<S>]e~s"^ (8)
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where

&//(*) E^,r/2-Mdet(GT($)/8))det(GH$,/9))],
t,T

öl(i}(*,/») <o|c„m)t4u,(/?,o)<m)|o>.

We evaluate the above matrix elements by introducing a complete set of vectors

\i) cj |0) between each time slice.

0^{9,ß) E e±A<*'1.'+-+*--I.^ (9)

x (/.|e-A^2|îl)(i1|e-^|i2)..-(iL_1|e-^|iL)(iL|e-ATT/2|I,).

(Note: we have omitted the spin indices.) The minus (plus) sign refers to spin up
(down) matrix elements.

Using the above formalism, observables O 0^0^ may be evaluated through:

(0>0 - /d[*]e-*//W
(10)

where

//nnmvdrt - (^|t/iU)(/?^/2)Offl»t/iU)(/?/2,o)|^r)
U )m~ (*r\U™(ß,0)\*T)

For observables of the form

O / CjAj.jCj,

one has (we omit the spin indices):

((0))($) Tr{G-\$,ß)0(<S>,ß)} where

ô^(*,j9) Y.ipP*iß,ßim)AiMu*ißl^M")- (ii)

Observables of the form

o (E44^i)(E442k')
yield

((0))($) ((0<1)))($)((0(2)))($)- (12)

- TrfG-^*, ß)0™(9, ß)G-\*, ß)0^(<P, ß)} + Tr{G-\*, ß)0(Q,ß)}
where

o»A*,ß) Z{p\u*iß,ß/m4iA™Mu*w2>0)\>>)-
1,3 A1
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Note that for O c^pcqclcs equation (12) reduces to Wick's theorem:

«cfocJcW*) (<4c,)X$)«ctC.»($) + ((CtCs))($)«C,ct))($). (13)

Observables which do not commute with the hamiltonian (1), have somewhat worse

statistics than observables which commute with the Hamiltonian since in the latter

case the quantity ((0))($) may be evaluated on each time slice.

As mentioned above, the sampling of the probability distribution e-5«"**' was

carried out with second order discretized Langevin dynamics [11, 12]. We consider

the Hubbard-Stratonovic variables $,T to be time dependent. Their time evolution
is given by the Langevin equation:

*.>(* + St) *,-,T(r) - (14)

6tfdSe„(9) dSeJlW

Here, r)itT(t) are Gaussian distributed random variables:

+ V26tr)i>T(t).

(m,r(t)) o

irii,T(t)Tiï,T'(t')) ST,T'St,t'Si,i>

and

+ \/2Sif}i,T(t).*£>(* + *) *,(*)- staffi
Note that the same Gaussian variables are used for calculating $'-iT(i + St) and

$ì,t(* + St). The error produced by the above discretization of the Langevin equation

is of order St2. In the limit of very small time steps, the random noise (of
order \/St) greatly dominates the drift term (of order St). The drift term in (14)

is calculated using:

^W=$,T-ETr{(GT>|^.} where (15)
t.1" <T T 1 U^i,T

-^ ±X(p\Ul(ß,ßT)\i)(i\Ul(ßT,0)\u) ,ßT r-Ar.

The + (—) sign refers to down (up) spin. Observables are measured using:

M

(O)o=lim-E((0»(%«)). (16)
771 1
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In practice, a finite number of Langevin iterations are carried out. The thus
produced uncertainty, cr(0), may be estimated by:

1 M
a(0) J= J ^ £«0»'(*(mtì)) - (0)1 (17)

Here, N is the number of independent values of ((0))($) along the Langevin walk.

More information on the estimation of the uncertainty is given in [13, 14].

1.1 Numerical instabilities and sign problem

On finite precision machines, an accurate evaluation of the matrix elements

G^:l,(9,ß) (10) becomes increasingly difficult as the inverse temperature is

enhanced. We illustrate this by considering the special case U 0. The eigenvalues

of U$(ß,0) are then equal to e-^'*' where e(k) denotes the single particle
eigenvalues of the kinetic energy. For the two dimensional Hubbard model on a square

lattice, the eigenvalues of [/$(/?, 0) range from e_/34( to e^4t. In a straightforward
calculation of G^v($,ß) contributions from small eigenvalues of [/$(/3,0) will be

lost in round off errors when ß gets big. In order to circumvent this problem, a

set of matrix decomposition methods were introduced by several authors [8, 6].

Consider the set of vectors [/$(/?, 0)|i/}, v 1 • • • JVW. At large ß they will all

collapse into the subspace spanned by the set of eigenvectors of [/$(/3,0) with the

largest eigenvalues. In order to circumvent this, we split the imaginary time
propagation into n imaginary time intervals Aß. After each propagation over Aß, we

orthonormalize the set of vectors U$(Aß,0)\v). The matrix elements (10) are now
calculated using:

0„{*,ß)= E (18)
Mi - Hn-m

V\ —Um

(pt\U*(ß,ß- Aß) (TD)*fa t/*(/3 - Aß, ß - 2A/9) (TD)|fa • • •

y«((m + l)Aß,mAß) (TD)^t/*(mA/?,(m - 1)A/?) (DT)*;

sR,2 rr /oA/3 A a\ mTïH'1(DT)^l/2U9(2Aß,Aß)(m)^l/iUi(Aß,0)\u1)

Here, D is a diagonal TV^1' x N^ matrix and T a triangular matrix of same

dimension. T carries out a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, and D normalizes
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the vectors. For small values of Aß (we typically used Aß lOAr), the round

of errors in G^,,^,/?) are negligible. Furthermore, the matrix GM,„(<I>,/?) is well

conditioned.

Clearly, the above stabilization of the algorithm makes sense only if the physical

quantities and the Langevin dynamic remain invariant. We define the partial
derivative of G„:J/($,/?) with respect to $,iT where ßT t ¦ At) is included in the

interval [mA/?, (m - 1)A/?] by:

dG^,ß) ±A E C-ßl{p'\U9(ß,ßT)\i)(i\U4ßr,0)W)^,, (19)

H^2*-)
Here we have defined:

Cm ((TD)1"1 • • • (TD)L'"~m)
T

and

1lm ((DT)R,m • • • (DT)R>1)T

Since G CmGHm and due to the cyclic properties of the trace, the drift term
in the Langevin equation (15) is invariant under the substitution G —* G. In the

same way, one can show that the stabilization leaves the quantities ((0))($) (11)

invariant.

Up till now, we have assumed that the product of the determinants (8) was

positive for all values of the Hubbard-Stratonovic fields. This assumption is

unfortunately not always satisfied. In the latter case, the effective action 5e//($) (8) is

replaced by:

&//(*) E *l/2 - In I det(GT($, /?)) det(Gl(*,ß)) |, (20)

and the sampling is done with respect to the probability distribution e"s«"('I>'.

Observables are then estimated using:

_
J[^]e-^/Wsign($)((Q))($) __0+-0- m)V

/[<ty]e-s««Wsign($) Z+ - Z- ' { '

Here,

M
Z E ^±l,»ign(*(m«))

m=l
M

0± E S±haìga{nmSt)) ((OJKHmSt))),
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and sign($) denotes the sign of the product of the two determinants. When the

number of sampled positive configurations is comparable to the number of negative

ones, the uncertainty on (0)o becomes very big due to the uncertainty on Z+ —

Z~. Since the uncertainty scales as the inverse square root of the computer time,
simulations become extremely expensive when the average sign (Z+ —Z~)/(Z++Z~)
is small. A reduction of the fluctuation of the average sign may be achieved by

carrying out simultaneously two correlated Langevin simulations [15].

Fortunately, in the half filled band case, particle hole symmetry protects us from

a sign problem provided we choose an appropriate trial wave function. Choosing

\^t) to be a Fermi sea at half filling,

i*t}= n 4„i°>' <22)

k,a
<f(k)«-F.rmi

and applying the transformation [16]

At (-l)'c.-, A,- (-l)'ct (23)

on Gl($,ß) yields

det(G1($, ß)) eA S-> *''r det(GT($, ß)) (24)

so that no sign problem occurs. Other trial wave functions such as the antiferromagnetic

state

i*t>= n 4r n 4iio) (25)

(_!)¦=! (-1).'=-!

equally yield no sign problem. In the non half filled band case there seems to be

no symmetry which protects us from the sign problem.

In the half filled band case, the sign of the individual determinants may change

simultaneously thus producing infinite barriers in the effective action (20). Since

the Langevin walk is capable of jumping over those barriers, ergodicity is satisfied

(see later and [17]). However, when it lands in the proximity of a barrier, the drift
term in the Langevin equation (14) may become extremely large and destabilize the

simulation. When such a situation occurs, we go back to the previous configuration
of Hubbard-Stratonovic fields and carry out the integration with a smaller time

step but with the same set of random numbers. The variation of the time step is

taken into account when computing averages. In the non half filled band case the

same method is applied to stabilize the Langevin walk. The problem of infinite
barriers in the effective action may also be circumvented by performing a complex

Hubbard-Stratonovic transformation which makes them finite [18].
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2 Numerical results.

We present numerical results for lattice sizes ranging from 4x4tol0xl0 and

at different band fillings. In the first section, we analyse all parameters yielding

systematic errors; in the second the sign problem and in the third, the spin structure
and momentum distribution of the two dimensional Hubbard model. Unless stated

otherwise, the simulations were carried out the paramagnetic trial wave function

(22).

2.1 Sources of systematic errors.
The above described method contains three parameters which produce systematic

errors: the inverse temperature ß, the imaginary time step Ar and the Langevin
time step St. We have analysed their effect on the ground state energy per site:

Eo -äp- E<cU> + h.c.)0 + -JL E(»,T^,l)o- (26)
lyattes /. -"sites

We have chosen a paramagnetic trial wave function (22) and U 4. Figure 1

plots the expectation value of the ground state energy as a function of the inverse

temperature ß. Values of ß greater than 10 are required to stabilize it. The same

qualitative results were obtained with an antiferromagnetic trial wave function (25).

The kinetic and potential energy were found to converge for values of ß greater than

15.

As expected, the error produced by the second order discretized Langevin equation

scales as St2 (figure 2). We have fitted our data to the form

E0(St, ß 13.75, At 0.125) E0(St 0,ß= 13.75, Ar 0.125) + bstSt2 (27)

The coefficient 6$t for a 4 x 4 lattice was found to be comparable to that of a 6 x 6

lattice. (4x4 : bSt 3.2 ± 0.5, 6x6 : 6« 2.8 ± 0.4). The number of hoppings

over the infinite barriers in the effective action per Langevin time unit is shown in

figure 3. Following an argument proposed by White and Wilkins [17], this quantity
should scale as \/St. Unfortunately, our error bars are too big to justify such a fit.

Finally, the Ar dependency of the ground state energy is shown in figure 4.

The simulations were carried out with values of ß and Ar respectively large and

small enough so as to neglect the systematic errors they produce. We fitted our
data to the form

E0(Ar,ß 13.75, St 0.01) E0(At 0,ß= 13.75, St 0.01) + 6AtAt2. (28)
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1 ' ' ' '

Fit: E(dt) 0.883(0.001) + 2B(0.4)ät

ät=0.02. U=4, At=0.125. 6X6, n=l 0.875
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Fig.l Ground state energy as a function of the inverse temperature for a 6 x 6

lattice at p l and U 4.

Fig.2 Ground state energy as a function of the Langevin time step St for a 6 X 6

lattice at p l, [/ 4 and /3 13.75.

Fig.3 Number of hoppings over infinite barriers in the effective action per unit

Langevin time for 6 x 6, 4 x 4 lattices at p 1, U 4 and ß 13.75.

Fig.4 Ground state energy as a function of the imaginary time step At for a 4 x 4

at p= l, U 4 and ß 13.75
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We obtained for the 4x4 lattice E0(At 0,ß= 13.75,« 0.01) -0.849±0.002,
and for the 6 x 6 lattice E0(At 0,ß 13.75,« 0.01) -0.852 ±0.002. Again,
the coefficient 6At was found to be comparable for the 4x4 (b&T —2.1 ± 0.2)

and 6x6 (&at —1.9 ± 0.2) lattices. Exact diagonalization yields a ground state

energy per site of E0 —0.851 for the 4x4 lattice at U 4.

2.2 Sign problem.

As mentioned previously, the quantity det(GT(<I>,/?)) det(Gl($,/?)) is not positive
for all values of the Hubbard-Stratonovic configurations at of half band fillings. A

study of some aspects of the average sign has already been performed by Loh et

al. [19]. In order to get some insight into the sign of det(GT'l'($,/?)), we write the

determinant as:

det(G«»(*,/?)) E <*T|^i)(*2|*T)(ti|^(1)(^0)|*2). (29)
*1,*2

Here, the sum runs over a complete set of vectors of the N^> particle vector space.

We furthermore require the the states |*Pi,2) to be eigenvectors of the local particle
number operator rc,- etc,-. The quantity (\Pi|£/$ '(^,0)|^2) is then nothing less

than the sum over all world line configurations [16] propagating from the state

1^2) to the state l^i). It is known, that a world line configuration has a negative

weight whenever world lines wind around each other an odd number of times [21].

The magnitude of the weight of a world line configuration depends on the values

of the Hubbrard-Stratonovic variables. After a sufficiently large imaginary time

propagation, a world line configuration looses memory of it's initial state. The

probability of having an odd number of windings per imaginary time interval thus

approaches a constant P. We denote by P(ß) the probability of having a world

line configuration with an odd number of windings at imaginary time ß. From the

above follows:

'«¦'-¦'wS-i'-^ (30)

Here N±(ß) denotes the number of world line configurations with positive (negative)

weights at imaginary time ß. The quantity S(ß) decays exponentially with
the inverse temperature so that in the limit of large imaginary times the number

of world line configurations with positive weights is comparable to the number of
world line configurations with negative weights. The sign of ($i|t/$ (ß, O)!^)
depends on whether or not the Hubbard-Stratonovic variables render the total weight
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Fig.5 ln(sign) as a function of the inverse temperature for a 4 x 4 lattice at

p 0.625, U 4, U 6, and U 8.

Fig.6 Average sign as a function of the inverse temperature for a 4 x 4 lattice at

p - 0.625 and U 4.

Fig.7 Average sign as a function of the filling for a 4 x 4 lattice at U 4 and

ß= 10.

Fig.8 UthreshoU as a function of the band filling at ß 25.
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of the positive world line configurations, W+($), greater than that of the negative

world line configurations, W_($). Since the Hubbard-Sratonovic fields undergo

large fluctuations, we expect the probability that W_($) dominates W+($) to be

proportional to N-(ß)/(N+(ß) + N-(ß)). The average sign of det(G^(9,ß)) is

thus expected to decay exponentially with the inverse temperature. If there is no

symmetry which guarantees that det(GT($,/?)) has the same sign as det(G*(<l>,/?))

for all Hubbard-Stratonovic configurations, we equally expect the average sign of

det(GT($,/S))det(G1($,y9)) to decrease exponentially with the inverse temperature.

In the same way, one may argue that the average sign decreases exponentially
with the lattice size.

When the on site Coulomb repulsion U is set to zero, the weight of a world

line configuration is independent of the Hubbard-Stratonovic variables. As U is

increased, the inhomogeneities in the Hubbard-Stratonovic variables are emphasized

so that the sign of det(GT($,/?)) det(G*($,j8)) becomes increasingly sensitive to
fluctuations of the Hubbard-Stratonovic variables. Figures 5 and 6 plot the average

sign as a function of the inverse temperature for different values of the on site

Coulomb repulsion, a 4 X 4 lattice and a filling of p 0.625. Our error bars are

consistent with an exponential decay of the average sign. Furthermore, the average

sign decreases as the on site Coulomb repulsion U is enhanced. The here presented

results are consistent with those of Loh et al. [19].

The average sign is equally strongly dependent on the band filling. Figure 7

shows the average sign as a function of the filling for a 4 x 4 lattice, U 4 and

ß 10. The fillings where the average sign is approximately 1, correspond to
band fillings where the ground state of the kinetic energy is non degenerate (that
is p 10/16 and p 2/16 for the 4x4 lattice). At such fillings, for small to
moderate values of the on site Coulomb repulsion and for inverse temperatures up
to ß — 50, the signs of the individual determinants are nearly exclusively positive
for all sampled values of the Hubbard-Stratonovic variables. In order to get some

insight into this situation, we formulate det(G^($,ß)) as the sum over all world

lines if k (fourier) space, (i.e. the imaginary time propagation is done in k space.)

The sign of a world line configuration now depends on the Hubbard-Stratonovic
variables. At U 0, only one world line configuration, C0 is allowed, namely that
where all world lines move along the imaginary time axis. For small to moderate

values of [/, the dominant world line configurations consists of small perturbations
around Co. When the filling is chosen such that |$x) is non degenerate with respect

to the kinetic energy, all perturbations around the world line configuration Co

involve the occupation of exited single particle eigenstates of the kinetic energy.
This isn't the case when l^x) is degenerate. Since world line configurations with
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negative weights are included in the set of perturbations of Go, we expect the ratio
of total positive weights to total negative weights of a world line configuration to
be greater when \^t) is not degenerate than to that when |$j-) is degenerate. This

qualitatively explains the behavior of the average sign with respect to the filling.
As mentioned previously, simulations get extremely expensive when the average

sign is small. For ß 25, figure 8 plots the maximal value of U, t/threshoid> as

function of the filling below which one may omit the sign problem (i.e. average

sign greater than 0.7). Note that the considered fillings correspond to fillings where

the trial wave function is non degenerate with respect to the kinetic energy. The

results we now present were all carried out at values of U and p at which the sign

problem was negligible.

2.3 Spin structure and momentum distribution

Confirming results from other authors, [5, 6, 8, 9, 20] we find the ground state

to exhibit long range antiferromagnetic order at half filling and for all considered

values of the on site Coulomb repulsion. Antiferromagnetic order may be detected

through spin-spin correlation functions:

4(SZ(0)SZ(P)) -jf— E<Kî - nrd)(nr+pA - nr+pA))0. (31)
^ sites ¦*

t

Figures 9 and 10 plot the above spin-spin correlations for U 2, U 4 and lattice
sizes of 8 x 8, 10 x 10. The magnitude of the spin-spin correlations are comparable
for both lattice sizes. In order to determine whether the ground state truly exhibits

long range antiferromagnetic order simulations at larger lattice sizes are required

along with a finite size scaling analysis [23]. The squared magnetization per site,

m2 4(S2(0)5z(0)), is related to the double occupancy of sites through:

2
m2 1 - T7— E(nr,înr,t)o- (32)

IV sites -r
t

Since the double occupancy of sites involves an energy gap set by U it is expected

to decrease as U is enhanced and ultimately vanish as t/U —? 0 where the Hubbard

model reduces to the Heisenberg model. This may be seen by comparing the values

of m2 for U 2 and U 4.

In contrast, the long range antiferromagnetic order disappears when one leaves

half filling. Figures 11a to lie show spin-spin correlations as well as the magnetic
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structure factor,

%~) W~ Ee-'^Kr - nu)(nlA - ny,.))o (33)

•J

for an 8 x 8 lattice, p 50/64, U 2; p 42/64, £/ 3 and p 26/64, (7 3.

Although reduced in comparison to the half filled band, antiferromagnetic spin-spin
correlations are still present between next neighbors. Long range correlations may
still be seen especially at p 50/64, U 2 where there is a distinct antiferromagnetic

correlation between the two furthest points on the lattice. The magnitude of
this correlation is comparable to the half filled band case but is opposed in sign.

At half filling, the magnetic structure factor shows a peak at q (x, 7r) which

should diverge with increasing lattice sizes thus reflecting long range antiferromagnetic

order. As the system is doped, the peak at q (ir, it) splits into four peaks

located at wave vectors (tt, it ± Ag) and (ir ± Aq, ir). As the band filling is lowered,

Ag grows and the magnitude of the peaks decreases. The form of the magnetic
structure factor at off half band fillings is especially subject to finite size effects

due to the incommensurate nature of the spin density wave. Unfortunately
simulations on larger lattices and p < 1 were not realizable due to severe sign problems.
The question about the divergence of the peaks in S(q) with increasing lattice size

remains open.
We have equally studied the occupation of single particle states through the

quantity:

n ^>(4,3>%-^)) mime) =; (34)
Ek,J(e-e(k))

Here, e(k) — 2t(cos(kx) + cos(ky)) denotes the single particle eigenvalues of the

kinetic energy in units of the lattice constant. Figure 12 plots rc(e) for p 1 and

U ~ 2, U 4. At p 1, the jump at the fermi level seems to disappear as

appropriate for an insulator. For this filling, particle-hole charge-density fluctuations
involve an energy gap set by U and an insulating state is expected. We have

compared the Q.M.C, results to a mean field spin density wave approximation which

predicts the opening of a gap A at the Fermi level. The magnitude of the gap is

given by:

1 ——T ^ r (35)
2JVsrtes Y (e*(k) + A2)ê '

For a 10 X 10 lattice and U 4, equation (35) yields A/t 1.38. The mean

field prediction of n(t) is confronted to the Q.M.C, data in figure 12. Although
meanfield yields a good qualitative fit to the Q.M.C, data, it overestimates the

size of the gap. A renormalized gap of Aç.M.c./t 1.07 gives a better fit. For an
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8x8 lattice at U/t 2, equation (35) predicts A/t 0.429 whereas an optimal
fit to the Q.M.C, data yields AQM.c./t 0.378. At off half band fillings, and

small to moderate values of the on site Coulomb repulsion, meanfield predicts a

paramagnetic ground state. Figure 13 plots n(e) for an 8 x 8 lattice at various off
half band fillings and values of U. The U 0 sharp Fermi surface is much less

smeared out by the on site Coulomb repulsion than at half band fillings. Again, for
such fillings, the sign problem prevents us from carrying out simulations on larger
lattices required to establish the existence of discontinuity at the Fermi level.

3 Conclusions

In comparison to the finite temperature algorithm [6], the ground state simulation
method is expected to be more efficient at low fillings since the dimension of the

matrices involved is of N^^ x NT'W rather than Nsite3 X N3ites. The ground state

algorithm is valid only if one is able to reach high inverse temperatures required to
filter out the ground state from the trial wave function. This implies the capacity for

dealing with numerical instabilities at low temperatures and with the sign problem.
We have shown how to circumvent the problem of numerical instabilities at low

temperatures. As for the average sign, our results show that it decays exponentially
with growing inverse temperatures. However, for band fillings where the ground
state of the non interacting system is not degenerate, high inverse temperatures

may be reached without being confronted to a major sign problem. Unfortunately,
simulations in the parameter range 0.8 < p < 1 and U > 2 were not realizable

due to severe sign problems. The ground state algorithm leaves the freedom of
choosing the trial wave function. Depending on how clever one is at choosing it,
the inverse temperature required to filter out the ground state may be significantly
lowered. This is crucial in view of the sign problem. Very recently, Sorella et
al. have proposed to use a Gutzwiller projected trial wave function and claim

that inverse temperatures of ß ~ 6/i are required to stabilize the ground state

energy [22]. In summary, our Q.M.C, data supports the accepted picture of a Mott
insulating antiferromagnetic ground state at half band filling. A mean field spin

density wave approximation was found to overestimate the size of the gap at the

Fermi level. When doped, the antiferromagnetic structure is drastically suppressed

leaving place to an incommensurate spin density wave. Unfortunately, the sign

problem prevents us from carrying out simulations on large lattices and off half
band fillings. It remains the most challenging problem of Q.M.C, simulations of
the Hubbard model.
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